Behavioral Inhibition and Behavioral Activation are Related to Habituation of Nociceptive Flexion Reflex, but Not Pain Ratings.
Habituation (ie, decreases in responding) and sensitization (ie, increases in responding) after prolonged or repeated exposures to a fixed stimulus have been identified as important in adaptation to repeated or prolonged noxious stimulation. Determinants of habituation or sensitization are poorly understood, and experimental investigation of habituation of pain ratings have generally relied on pain reports and statistical techniques that average responses across a group of participants. Using a cross-sectional design, the current study used multilevel growth curve analyses to examine changes in the nociceptive flexion reflex (NFR), a spinal nociceptive withdrawal reflex, and pain ratings in response to 12 repeated, constant intensity, noxious electrocutaneous stimuli. Unconditional growth curve models indicated that, on average, participants evidenced habituation of the NFR and sensitization of pain ratings. However, a substantial subgroup of participants exhibited the opposite pattern of change. In conditional models, behavioral inhibition, b = .10, P = .003, and behavioral activation, b = -.07, P = .07, independently interacted with the growth curve to predict changes in NFR, but not pain ratings, across the 12 stimuli. These findings provide preliminary experimental support for Jensen and colleagues' 2-factor model of pain experience and implicate a role for approach and avoidance motivations in descending modulation of NFR. Using repeated NFR stimulation, this study showed that most participants exhibited NFR habituation and pain sensitization; however, a substantial subgroup showed an opposite pattern of pain habituation (25.0%) and NFR sensitization (31.4%). Further, NFR habituation was moderated by individual differences in behavioral activation and behavioral inhibition.